
INTEGRATES WITH PORTALS, HIES AND EHRS
Ambra Health is already embedded in some of the world’s leading EHR systems and enables 
physicians with a 360-degree view of not just patient information, but medical images too, in 
one system. Plus, powered by our APIs we easily embed in portals to enable patient and referring 
physician self-service, integrating image management with affiliated outpatient practices 
throughout your network.

CONSOLIDATES SYSTEMS. REMOVES COMPLEXITY.

The costs of licensing and maintaining on-premise VNAs and PACS, image exchange software, 
CD burning, separate disaster recovery products and storage solutions all add up. With Ambra 
Health, it’s no longer necessary.

With a single all-in-one cloud solution, we help organizations save 30%-80%+ by consolidating 
applications, removing integration and manual effort between them, and cutting on-premise 
application maintenance.

DISASTER-RECOVERY BUILT-IN.
Why pay extra for disaster-recovery, when you can have it for no extra cost, built-in to your VNA? 
Ambra Health manages and backs up your images in our secure data centers, providing physical 
security and redundancy, off-site back-ups, and 24/7 monitoring. With SSAE 16 SOC 2 compliance, 
you gain the assurance of strong controls and policies around managing images that far-exceed 
what can typically be achieved on-premise.

Ambra Health provides 
all-in-one archiving, DR, 

scalability, and integration.

Cloud Vendor Neutral
Archive (VNA)
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Ambra Health’s cloud VNA capabilities make it easy to integrate 
images into patient portals, EHRs and HIEs, consolidate multiple 
systems, and lower storage costs, all while providing industry 
leading business continuity as standard.



Texas’s largest integrated delivery network, with 13 hospitals, 200 facilities, and 5,500+ active staff 
physicians, the nation’s busiest Level 1 trauma center.

ABOUT

With Ambra Health, Memorial Hermann is managing a large network of 175+ exchange members, with 
over 13M+ studies shared, and adding 2M+ studies per year.

METRICS

Automated image routing
Reduced traditional media
Business continuity and backup

Image-enablement across all apps
Eliminated duplicate studies

BENEFITS

The Cloud VNA of Choice for the World’s Largest 
Health Systems: Memorial Hermann Runs Ambra Health

IMAGE LIFECYCLE MANAGEMENT WITHOUT THE HASSLE

Implementing image retention policies is often a manual process, with the risk of images 
slipping through the gaps. Our image lifecycle management (ILM) capabilities make it simple 
to manage image deletion and retention using rules based automation. We make is easy to 
automate the removal of images from the system based on any set of specified set of user 
configurable criteria.

Largest radiology private practice in Connecticut, diagnostic and therapeutic, with 10 offices and 7 
hospital affiliations.

ABOUT

30%+ cost savings
Replaced 4 applications

Anytime, anywhere image access
Referring physician satisfaction

BENEFITS

Proven to Enable Imaging Centers: 
Jefferson Radiology Runs Ambra Health

Ambra Health is our active repository enabling business continuity, and dramatically 
simplifying image exchange while reducing costs.”
- MIKE QUINN, CTO
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